Clinical practicum is a critical component of the education of speech-language pathologists and audiologists

The supervision of clinical sessions is equally critical for both the faculty and students. A modern AV system can improve both the supervision process and the overall clinical education experience.

VALT was built from the ground up for clinical education programs. The VALT solution makes video observation and recording simple and effective yet provides powerful tools that meet all the confidentially and security needs of a functioning clinical environment. Beyond standard supervision requirements, VALT can become a valuable educational and research tool for Clinic Directors, Supervisors and Students. The intuitive, easy to use, browser interface can provide critical feedback and evaluation data for both the student and client while comprehensive reporting tools can map client progress and build a powerful research database.

VALT is currently in use at over 50% of all CAA accredited CSD programs. Contact IVS today to learn more about how the VALT solution can help improve the effectiveness of your program’s clinical supervision.

FEATURES

- HDTV Cameras for any size room
- HQ microphones with perfect AV synch
- Simple browser-based software interface
- Data encryption to meet HIPPA requirements
- Custom data fields and bookmarks for feedback
- In-room start/stop and talkback options
A COMPLETE VIDEO OBSERVATION AND RECORDING SYSTEM, DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR COMMUNICATION DISORDER CLINICAL TRAINING
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**AUDIO CAPTURE**
IVS offers ceiling or wall mounted microphones acoustically matched to project requirements.

**IP CAMERAS**
VAULT supports PTZ and fixed HD IP cameras from IVS Communications mounted on the wall, ceiling or covertly.

**ACCESSORIES**
VAULT recording can start/stop via physical switches or card access and/or display recording status via LED lights.

**OBSERVATION ROOM**
IVS can design observation rooms with audio (speakers or headsets) and talkback systems (speakers or earbud).